Early neural activation for lexico-semantic access in the left anterior temporal area analyzed by an fMRI-assisted MEG multidipole method.
To determine the time and location of lexico-semantic access, we measured neural activations by magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and estimated the neural sources by fMRI-assisted MEG multidipole analysis. Since the activations for phonological processing and lexico-semantic access were reported to overlap in many brain areas, we compared the activations in lexical and phonological decision tasks. The former task required visual form processing, phonological processing, and lexico-semantic access, while the latter task required only visual form and phonological processing, with similar phonological task demands for both tasks. The activation areas observed among 9 or 10 subjects out of 10 were the superior temporal and inferior parietal areas, anterior temporal area, and inferior frontal area of both hemispheres, and the left ventral occipitotemporal area. The activations showed a significant difference between the 2 tasks in the left anterior temporal area in all 50-ms time windows between 200-400 ms from the onset of visual stimulus presentation. Previous studies on semantic dementia and neuroimaging studies on normal subjects have shown that this area plays a key role in accessing semantic knowledge. The difference between the tasks appeared in common to all areas in the time windows of 100-150 ms and 400-450 ms, suggesting early differences in visual form processing and late differences in the decision process, respectively. The present results demonstrate that the activations for lexico-semantic access in the left anterior temporal area start in the time window of 200-250 ms, after early visual form processing.